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•Moist, cool northeasterly upslope winds, usually in response to lee cyclogenesis southeast of Denver

The BAO
Completed in 1977, the BAO has been a unique research facility for
studying the planetary boundary layer and for testing and calibrating
atmospheric sensors. The centerpiece of the facility is a 300-m tower
instrumented at five levels with slow-response temperature and wind
sensors, a variety of remote sensing systems, and a real-time processing
and display capability that greatly reduces analysis time for scientists.
The BAO has been the host of several large national and international
experiments and numerous smaller ones. The field programs at the
BAO have included 1) instrument evaluations, 2) plume dispersion
studies, and regional air quality studies including the 1987-1988 Denver
Brown Cloud Study and the 1996-1997 Northern Front Range Air
Quality Study (NFRAQS).

and/or cold, surface high pressure developing over the Great Plains to the northeast of Denver, sometimes
result in snowfall along the base of the mountains, but also in fogs and low clouds. Such conditions can
support rapid chemical transformations, such as SO2 to sulfate, that depend on the presence of clouds
(McHenry and Dennis, 1994). A related area that merits further investigation is melting and evaporation
into the shallow boundary layers that often follow snowstorms.
Implications for CO2 observations: During the initial phase of these upslope conditions, urban residue
may dominate; as the upslope continues,
continues cleaner air from the plains may change the CO/CO2 behavior
significantly.

•Downslope westerly winds that usually are strongest near the foothills west and north of Denver and
which are associated with falls of pressure along the foothills, contributing to shallow upslope flows along
the Platte River. Warm westerly winds several hundred meters aloft and light, cool easterly winds near the
surface enhance the low-level temperature inversion creating strong trapping conditions unless there is a
strong differential acceleration of the wind across the inversion layer. During the Brown Cloud field study,
the inversion often proved remarkably resistant to erosion by the strong westerly winds above it.
Implications for CO2 observations: Because of the position of the BAO, closer to the foothills, it usually
is dominated by high winds from the mountains which should show minimal urban influence. However,
sometimes the boundary between the clean mountain air and the polluted air masses over the plains may
oscillate back and forth through the BAO site as the mountain wave phase shifts.
shifts

Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN)
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The BAO has been a contributor to the World Climate Research Programs (WCRP) Baseline Surface
Radiation Network (BSRN) for over 25 years. BSRN sites, are selected for the site's spatial
representativeness and suitability for the applications in climate research involving global climate models
and/or satellite-derived related data sets. The BSRN was recently was recently designated as a global
baseline network for surface radiation for the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and contributes
to the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW).

Tower

In this nocturnal boundary layer case, the sodar shows a
mixing layer increasing in depth between 0900 and
1000 GMT from about 50 m to about 200 m. Note that
the 300m-level CO2 is nearly constant or decreases
from its initial value at 0800 GMT (local midnight) to
1600 GMT in
i the
h early
l morning
i whereas
h
l
lower
l l
levels
increase in relative value.
This increase in
concentrations of CO2 at lower levels coincides with a
wind shift from northerly to westerly at 0900 GMT.
The detailed figure (below, left) shows opposing trends
in CO2 and CO between 22 m and 300 m suggesting a
surface source for CO2 that is not combustive.
Fig. 1
Figure 1: Sodar facsimile
records from 25 September 2007
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Figure 2: Time series of CO,
CO2, Wind Direction, Wind
Speed, and Temperature for
September 25, 2007. CO and
CO2 data are smoothed with a 3point filter.
Figure 3: Detail of CO and CO2
data (unsmoothed) from 0700 to
1200.
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Local Meteorology and Urban Influences
Four regimes dominate air quality along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains:

•

Nocturnal drainage flows that follow the South Platte River from the southwest to the northeast
through Denver. The nocturnal drainage jet structure (Neff et al., 1990), because of a nearly laminar
layer that forms between 100m and 200m,
200m may result in the trapping of urban surface emissions in a
thin layer below the jet and may isolate elevated emissions (from point sources) in the air flow above
the wind maximum: This drainage system extends well into northeastern Colorado during summer
(Toth and Johnson, 1985), including regions with significant ammonia sources.
Implications for CO2 observations: At the BAO these drainage winds are generally from the
southwest or west and do not originate from major urban areas. In these cases, comparison of CO and
CO2, particularly at nighttime, should allow distinguishing combustion versus biogeochemical sources.

• Thermally and/or dynamically driven northeasterly winds (upslope, toward the foothills), often
associated with a shallow front-like or surge structure only a few hundred meters deep, that can
transport cool air from the lowlands of the South Platte, northeast of Denver, southwestward into the
foothills. During the Brown Cloud Study, these winds were most likely to occur during the afternoon
but were also observed at many other times of the day and night (Crow,
(Crow 1973; Neff,
Neff 1990; Neff et al.
al
1990) and sometimes as a result of mesoscale eddies that form along the Front Range (e.g. Levinson
and Banta, 1995). These upslope and recirculating flows enable aged aerosol and/or precursor gases
such as ammonia to return to Denver and may contribute to a rapid degradation of visibility (Sloane et
al., 1990). The stability of the shallow air mass limits vertical mixing and allows further buildup of
pollution. When alternating with a nocturnal drainage wind, they may lead to a day-to-day recycling of
the same airmasses.
Implications for CO2 observations: Under these conditions, urban sources are likely to dominate
boundary layer CO2 behavior. When below the 300 m level, only the 30-m and 100-m levels may
show these urban influences.

The NOAA ESRL/GMD tall tower network provides regionally representative measurements of carbon
dioxide (CO2) and related gases in the continental boundary layer. Recently we have also begun sampling
gases that are relevant for air quality studies. We collect meteorological data that can be used to study
boundary layer dynamics. The tall tower sites are part of the North American Carbon Program and are a
primary data source for ESRL's Carbon Tracker CO2 data assimilation system.
Background
ESRL's Global Monitoring Division (GMD) began making measurements from tall towers in the 1990s
in order to extend long-term carbon-cycle gas monitoring to continental areas. Existing television, radio
and cell phone towers are utilized as sampling platforms for in-situ and flask sampling of CO2 and other
atmospheric trace gases, including carbon monoxide (CO). Carbon dioxide is the principal carbon
greenhouse gas,
gas and measurements of its abundance are sensitive to upwind fluxes,
fluxes including fossil fuel
emissions and uptake and release by vegetation and soils. Carbon monoxide is an indicator of combustion,
and elevated levels can result from urban or industrial emissions or from biomass burning. CO data
contribute to the interpretation of CO2 measurements by helping to identify and quantify pollution
episodes. Plans call for the addition of six more towers distributed throughout the continental US over the
next several years.
The BAO tall tower site is the first to be located near complex terrain and a large urban area. However,
extensive past studies of the meteorology and air quality along the Colorado Front Range will aid in the
analyses of the complex data expected at this site. To further assist in studying Front Range air pollution ,
ozone monitors have been placed at 8 and 300 m. A web camera has also been installed at 300m providing
additional information on snow cover, visibility and changes to the surrounding region impacting the
BAO.
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With sunrise, the wind shifts back to a
northerly direction and by 1630 (0830,
local) both CO2 and CO appear wellmixed through the tower height. One
should also note the relative increase
in CO compared to CO2 during this
morning period. Figure 4

Ongoing Research
The BAO continues to support a wide array of research projects. Just a few of these include:
•Outreach CU
•Surface Energy Balance:
Dept. of Geography, Dr. Peter Blanken
Dept of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, Dr. David Noone
•Water Cycle:
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering, Dr. James Maslanik
•UAV Dropsonde testing,:
•GPS Soil moisture measurements: Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research, Dallas Masters
•Acoustic Tomography:
New Mexico State University, Dr. Vladimir Ostashev
•Boundary Layer Turbulence:
University of Massachusetts, Dr. Andreas Muschiski
Utah State University, Dr. Tom Wilkerson
•Wind Energy Monitoring:
•Wind
Wind Energy Monitoring:
Second Wind Inc
•Air Pollution Modeling:
Colorado Department of Health.
•Atmospheric Chemistry:
NOAA/ESRL/Chemical Sciences Division
NOAA/ESRL/Global Systems Division and Applied Research
•UAV Dropsonde testing:
Associates, Inc

Fig. 4

Diurnal variation of Ozone July 2008
The extent of ozone formation, which is
dependent on VOCs and nitrogen oxides in
the presence of sunlight, varies diurnally and
seasonally. The surface analyzer (blue line)
tracks a larger daily range of values than does
the 300-m tower instrument. In the relatively
stable environment of the nocturnal boundary
layer (NBL), ozone mixing ratios near the
surface can drop significantly, even during
high ozone days, as seen here in July. (Fig. 5)
The monitor at 300 m usually lies out of the
NBL and tracks a smaller range of mixing
ratios diurnally. 300-meter values rarely Fig. 5
reach 0 ppbv.

